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ABSTRACT In this paper a two-state, two-component, Ising-type model is used to simulate the lateral distribution of the
components and gel/fluid state acyl chains in dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine/distearoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC/DSPC)
lipid bilayers. The same model has been successful in calculating the excess heat capacity curves, the fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) threshold temperatures, the most frequent center-to-center distances between DSPC clusters,
and the fractal dimensions of gel clusters (Sugar, I. P., T. E. Thompson, and R. L. Biltonen, 1999. Biophys. J. 76:2099–2110).
Depending on the temperature and mole fraction the population of the cluster size is either homogeneous or inhomogeneous.
In the inhomogeneous population the size of the largest cluster scales with the size of the system, while the rest of the clusters
remain small with increasing system size. In a homogeneous population, however, every cluster remains small with increasing
system size. For both compositional and fluid/gel state clusters, threshold temperatures—the so-called percolation threshold
temperatures—are determined where change in the type of the population takes place. At a given mole fraction, the number
of percolation threshold temperatures can be 0, 1, 2, or 3. By plotting these percolation threshold temperatures on the
temperature/mole fraction plane, the diagrams of component and state separation of DMPC/DSPC bilayers are constructed.
In agreement with the small-angle neutron scattering measurements, the component separation diagram shows nonrandom
lateral distribution of the components not only in the gel-fluid mixed phase region, but also in the pure gel and pure fluid
regions. A combined diagram of component and state separation is constructed to characterize the lateral distribution of lipid
components and gel/fluid state acyl chains in DMPC/DSPC mixtures. While theoretical phase diagrams of two component
mixtures can be constructed only in the case of first-order transitions, state and component separation diagrams can be
constructed whether or not the system is involved in first-order transition. The effects of interchain interactions on the
component and state separation diagrams are demonstrated on three different models. The influences of state and
component separation on the in-plane and off-plane membrane reactions are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Cell membranes are complex formations, composed of a
variety of lipids and proteins. It has been demonstrated that
the lipids are of significant importance for the membrane
functions as they exhibit distinct static and dynamic struc-
tural organization on a small scale, which involves forma-
tion of lipid clusters (Tocanne, 1992; Bergelson et al., 1995;
Hwang et al., 1998). Recently, lipid clusters have been
studied intensively in both biological and model membranes
(Welty and Glaser, 1994; Mouritsen and Jørgensen, 1997;
Brown and London, 1998; Leidy et al., 2001; Muresan et al.,
2001). Under physiological temperatures the gel and the
fluid phases coexist, and lipid clusters composed of mole-
cules in either gel or in fluid phase can be formed. Such gel
clusters represent areas of the membrane where the lateral
diffusion of molecules is restricted (Kapitza et al., 1984),
and thus biologically important in-plane reactions cannot
occur. In-plane reactions may take place, however, in the
fluid clusters of the membrane. The equilibrium poise and
rates of the in-plane reactions may be significantly affected
by the connectedness and percolation properties of the gel
and fluid clusters (Melo et al., 1992; Thompson et al.,
1995). Besides the fluid and gel clusters, compositional
clusters, composed of the same lipid component, play an
important role in membrane surface reactions such as ac-
tivity of enzymes and receptors bound to the membrane
(Glaser et al., 1996; Yang and Glaser, 1996; Honger et al.,
1996; Dibble et al., 1996), morphological changes at the cell
surface (Welby et al., 1996; Scheiffele et al., 1999), and
gene expression (Norris and Madsen, 1995). The membrane
trafficking and sorting have also been suggested to be
influenced by formation of compositional clusters (Verkade
and Simons, 1997; Mukherjee et al., 1999). Cholesterol and
lipid clusters, also called rafts, participate in distributing
proteins to the cell surface and to other organelles and play
a significant role in many signaling cascades (Simons and
Toomre, 2000) and in the activation of immune responses
(Langlet et al., 2000).
The structure-function relationships of biological mem-
branes have been studied for decades on model membranes.
Because phosphatidylcholines are most abundant in biolog-
ical membranes, DMPC/DSPC is the most thoroughly in-
vestigated two-component lipid bilayer (Koynova and Caf-
frey, 1998). The thermodynamic parameters of DMPC/
DSPC bilayers have been examined experimentally by a
number of experimental methods including differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Mabrey and Sturtevant, 1976;
Van Dijck et al., 1977; Koynova and Caffrey, 1998),
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dilatometry (Wilkinson and Nagle, 1979), densitometry
(Schmidt and Knoll, 1986), neutron scattering (Knoll et al.,
1981, 1983), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Lu et al.,
1995; Sankaram and Thompson, 1992), ESR (Sankaram et
al., 1992), Raman spectorscopy (Mendelsohn and Maisano,
1978), and Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy
(Brumm et al., 1996). The structural characteristics of the
fluid and gel coexistence region have been examined ex-
perimentally by using fluorescance recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) (Vaz et al., 1989; Schram et al., 1996),
fluorescence spectroscopy (Piknova et al., 1996), and elec-
tron spin resonance (ESR) (Sankaram et al., 1992). Based
on the above-mentioned studies, it is presently well known
that DMPC and DSPC form nonideal mixtures, i.e., there is
a broad gel-fluid coexistence region in the phase diagram of
this system (Wilkinson and Nagle, 1979; Mabrey and Stur-
tevant, 1976). The minor phase forms small clusters in the
continuum of the major phase (Von Dreele, 1978). For
many years only indirect detection of these small fluid and
gel clusters had been possible (Sankaram et al., 1992; Ped-
ersen et al., 1996). By means of atomic force microscopy
(AFM) Gliss et al. (1998) were able to detect small gel
clusters in an equimolar mixture of DMPC/DSPC supported
bilayer down to 10 nm, which is the resolution of the
technique (personal communication with Dr. Kay Yee Lee,
University of Chicago). Clusters more than three orders of
magnitudes larger were recently visualized by fluorescence
microscopy (Bagatolli and Gratton, 2000a,b) in giant unila-
mellar vesicles of equimolar DMPC/DSPC mixture. Only
one or a small number of these large clusters were observed
and their size was comparable to the size of the vesicle. By
using small-angle neutron scattering Knoll et al. (1981)
observed component separation below the solidus line and
from 0.3 to 0.7 DMPC-d54/DSPC mole fraction, and con-
cluded that the phase diagram of DMPC/DSPC mixtures is
peritectic. Unexpectedly, nonrandom distribution of the
components was measured above the liquidus line and be-
low 331 K in equimolar perdeutero-dimyristoylphoshatidyl-
choline/distearoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC-d54/DSPC)
mixture, which phenomenon was explained by critical de-
mixing (Knoll et al., 1983).
DMPC/DSPC mixtures have been thoroughly investi-
gated theoretically as well (Von Dreele, 1978; Ipsen and
Mouritsen, 1988; Brumbaugh et al., 1990; Brumbaugh and
Huang, 1992; Jan et al., 1984; Jørgensen et al., 1993; Priest,
1980; Sugar and Monticelli, 1985). Among all the theoret-
ical methods applied, only Monte Carlo simulations can
provide information about the equilibrium lateral distribu-
tion of the lipid molecules in the bilayer (Nielsen et al.,
2000; Scott et al., 1998; Sugar et al., 2001). The fact that
along with the measurable properties of the system, cur-
rently immeasurable properties can also be obtained from
the simulations is the major advantage of the method. We
emphasize the simplicity of these models exemplified by the
gel-fluid transition of one-component lipid bilayers, where
it is assumed that each hydrocarbon chain exists in either gel
or fluid state, and only nearest-neighbor interactions be-
tween the chains need to be considered. These models are
so-called minimal models, making assumptions that are
physically plausible and absolutely necessary for the correct
simulation of the gel-fluid transition. As a consequence, the
number of model parameters is minimal and the parameters
have explicit physical meaning. The unique feature of this
approach is that experimental data are used to estimate the
values of the parameters. For the sake of simplicity, none of
the above-mentioned 2D membrane models gave a com-
bined description of the pre and main transition, which
would increase the number of assumptions and model pa-
rameters. It is important to note, however, that in the case of
multilamellar vesicles this simplification may produce in-
correct prediction of domain shapes, primarily at the onset
of the gel-to-fluid transition. To date only one simple,
one-dimensional lattice model exists for the combined de-
scription of pre and main transition in a one-component
system (Heimburg, 2000). In the case of DMPC giant unila-
mellar vesicles (Evans and Kwok, 1982), DPPC single
bilayers (Hui, 1976), and DMPC and DPPC extruded unila-
mellar vesicles (Jutila and Kinnunen, 1997, and personal
communication with Dr. P. K. J. Kinnunen) there is strong
experimental evidence of the lack of pretransition.
Monte Carlo methods have been used to simulate the
lateral distribution of the components in the pure gel or fluid
phase regions (Jan et al., 1984). Jørgensen et al. (1993)
applied a 10-state model to simulate the phase properties
and the lateral distribution of the components in the one-
phase and the gel-fluid coexistence region of DMPC/DSPC
mixtures. Risbo et al. (1995) have studied the type of the
gel-fluid transition in the same model by using Monte Carlo
simulation in the grand canonical ensemble. Risbo and his
co-workers pointed out that the gel-fluid transition in the
pure DMPC or DSPC system is a continuous transition, but
a first-order phase transition can be induced when small
amounts of another species are mixed in the pure system.
Sugar et al. (1999) described DMPC/DSPC bilayers by a
two-state, two-component model in canonical ensemble us-
ing a set of parameters derived from a limited amount of
experimental data. The analysis of the bilayer energy dis-
tribution function revealed that the gel-fluid transition is a
continuous transition through equilibrium states for DMPC,
DSPC, and DMPC/DSPC mixtures; i.e., the system is above
the critical point. The same model successfully predicted the
excess heat capacity curves and the FRAP threshold tem-
peratures at different mole fractions, the most frequent
center-to-center distance between DSPC clusters at different
temperatures, the fractal dimensions of the gel clusters, and
the upper bound for the size of the small, nonpercolated gel
clusters, in good agreement with the respective experimen-
tal data (Sugar and Biltonen, 2000; Michonova-Alexova
and Sugar, 2001; Sugar et al., 2001). Recently, the geomet-
rical properties of the gel and fluid clusters, such as cluster
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perimeter, cluster size, number of arms along the cluster
perimeter, and number and size of inner islands in a host
cluster were characterized in an equimolar mixture of
DMPC/DSPC (Sugar et al., 2001). While considerable
amount of data have been collected on the gel and fluid
clusters in DMPC/DSPC bilayers, our knowledge of the
compositional clusters is very limited.
In this paper we use our thoroughly tested two-state
model of DMPC/DSPC bilayer to generate the size distri-
butions of DMPC and DSPC clusters at different tempera-
tures and mole fractions. A condensed description of the
model is given in the Methods section. In the Results
section, size distributions of the compositional clusters are
presented. In the Discussion the diagrams of component and
state separation of DMPC/DSPC bilayer are constructed.
Comparison is made between the measured SANS data and
the calculated diagram of component separation. The effects
of the interchain interactions on the component and state
separation diagrams are investigated. The effects of state
and component separation on the in-plane and off-plane
membrane reactions, respectively, are discussed. A com-
bined state and component separation diagram is con-
structed for the overall characterization of the lateral distri-
bution of the components and gel/fluid chains in DMPC/
DSPC mixtures.
METHODS
Model of DMPC/DSPC bilayers
The two-state Ising-type (Ising, 1925) model of DMPC/DSPC lipid bilay-
ers used in this work has been described in detail elsewhere (Sugar et al.,
1999; Sugar and Biltonen, 2000). In this section only a brief description of
the model will be given. Assuming symmetry of the lipid bilayer, only a
single monolayer is modeled as a triangular lattice of N points. All acyl
chains of DMPC and DSPC in either gel (g) or in fluid (f) state are located
at the lattice points of the triangular lattice. It was experimentally shown
that the chains of the lipid molecules in the gel state are organized on a
triangular lattice (Janiak et al., 1979; Hui et al., 1995). At the gel-to-fluid
transition, the crystalline order is lost and the lipid chains become fluid-
disordered, but the chains remain closely packed. The best lattice to model
the position of these closely packed double-chain molecules is, again, the
triangular lattice.
In our model a phospholipid molecule is represented by a pair of
nearest-neighbor acyl chains, linked covalently to each other. The number
of DMPC and DSPC molecules is N1/2 and N2/2, respectively, where N1 
N2  N is the total number of the lattice points. Every lattice configuration
can be uniquely described by a square matrix S and a connection vector c,
both composed of N elements. Each one of the S matrix elements can take
values 1, 2, 3, or 4, corresponding to DMPC acyl chain in gel state, DSPC
acyl chain in gel state, DMPC acyl chain in fluid state, and DSPC acyl
chain in the fluid state, respectively. The ith element of the connection
vector ci defines the location of the acyl chain covalently attached to the
acyl chain at the ith lattice point.
The energy function of the system is the sum of intrachain and inter-
chain energy terms. The intrachain energy Ejm of an acyl chain of compo-
nent j in state m is assumed constant and independent of location and
orientation of the rotational isomers. The number of possible locations and
orientations of the rotational isomers is characterized by fjm, the degeneracy
of the energy level of component j in state m. Ejkmn is the interchain energy
between component j in state m and component k in state n. Only nearest-
neighbor interactions are considered between the acyl chains because they
are short-range van der Waals interactions. Calculating the lattice energy
periodic boundary conditions are applied to eliminate the effects of the
lattice edges (Huang, 1963) and also to reduce the number of model
parameters. When fitting the model to a limited number of calorimetric
data, the strategy of consecutive parameter estimation was utilized to get a
robust set of model parameters (see the Determination of Model Parame-
ters section and Table 1 in Sugar et al., 1999). The analysis of the bilayer
energy distribution function revealed that the gel-fluid transition is a
continuous transition through equilibrium states for DMPC, DSPC, and
DMPC/DSPC mixtures; i.e., the system is above a critical point.
Steps in the Monte Carlo simulations
The thermal fluctuations of DMPC/DSPC bilayers can be simulated by
means of Monte Carlo methods. The steps of the simulation have been
described in detail elsewhere (Sugar et al., 1999; Sugar and Biltonen,
2000). Each simulation starts from an either all-gel or all-fluid state with
similarly oriented molecules. During the simulation, trial configurations
are generated in three different ways: 1) by changing the state of a
randomly selected acyl chain from gel to fluid or from fluid to gel; 2) by
exchanging two randomly selected molecules of different lipid compo-
nents; and 3) by changing the orientation of a pair of randomly selected
nearest-neighbor molecules. Each trial configuration is accepted or rejected
according to the Metropolis criterion (Metropolis et al., 1953). A series of
such elementary steps drives the system to equilibrium, i.e., to the equi-
librium distribution of the molecules. The chain of elementary steps can be
divided into Monte Carlo cycles. During each Monte Carlo cycle, the
system has the opportunity to realize all of its configurations at least once.
In our simulations, each Monte Carlo cycle consists of 2N elementary steps
of local state alterations, followed by N1 (or N2 if N2  N1) exchange steps
and 4N/3 reorientation steps. At the end of each Monte Carlo cycle, the
state of each acyl chain is altered from gel to fluid or from fluid to gel. This
nonphysical trial state generation is used to accelerate the attainment of the
equilibrium distribution (Sun and Sugar, 1997). To calculate the size
distribution of either DMPC or DSPC clusters, the snapshot is analyzed at
the end of each Monte Carlo cycle by using the cluster counting program
of Binder and Stauffer (1987).
RESULTS
Most of the simulations are performed on a triangular lattice
of size 40  40, at different temperatures and DMPC/DSPC
mole fractions. At this lattice size and in the range of 0.2 to
0.8 DMPC/DSPC mole fraction, the finite size effects on
excess heat capacity are negligibly small (Sugar and Bil-
tonen, 2000). Each simulation starts with 6000 Monte Carlo
cycles, resulting in equilibration of the system, followed by
120,000 additional Monte Carlo cycles, unless otherwise
stated. After equilibration the snapshots are analyzed at the
end of each Monte Carlo cycle and the data are collected to
generate the size distributions of DMPC and DSPC clusters,
or gel and fluid state clusters.
Size distributions of compositional clusters
The size distributions of the compositional clusters are
either unimodal or bimodal. In Fig. 1, examples for unimoal
and bimodal size distributions of DSPC clusters are shown
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for four different temperatures at the same DMPC/DSPC
mole fraction of 64:36. In a 4040 lattice there are 288
DSPC molecules at this mole fraction, and thus the size of
a DSPC cluster, measured by the number of acyl chains
forming the cluster, cannot be larger than 576. At a tem-
perature of 220 K, at which the components are in gel phase,
the size of DSPC clusters follow a bimodal distribution (see
open circles in Fig. 1). The peak with a maximum at a
cluster size of 480 refers to the size distribution of the
largest DSPC cluster of each snapshot (Sugar et al., 2001;
Michonova-Alexova and Sugar, 2001), while the peak with
a cusp-like maximum at cluster size 2 refers to the size
distribution of all the DSPC clusters except the largest one.
It is important to note that Figs.1 and 2 show only the lower
part of the distributions up to frequencies of 0.0008. With
decreasing cluster size the frequency increases continuously
up to 0.4–0.5 at cluster size 2.
At the same mole fraction, with increasing temperature,
the type of the distribution changes from bimodal to uni-
modal or from unimodal to bimodal three times. For exam-
ple, at 300 K the distribution is unimodal (see times signs in
Fig. 1). At a temperature of 311 K, a bimodal size distri-
bution of the DSPC clusters is observed again with a local
maximum at cluster size of 350 lattice points (see closed
triangles in Fig. 1). At the even higher temperature of 320
K, the distribution is unimodal (see open squares in Fig. 1).
Any further increase of the temperature does not change the
type of the distribution.
At DMPC/DSPC mole fraction of 36:64, the type of the
size distribution of DMPC clusters similarly alternates three
times between unimodal and bimodal with increasing tem-
perature (see Fig. 2). Examples of unimodal cluster size
distributions are shown in Fig. 2 at 300 K (times signs) and
330 K (open squares); examples of bimodal cluster size
distributions are shown at 220 K (open circles) and 315 K
(closed triangles).
DISCUSSIONS
Relationships between cluster size population
and distribution
The type of the size distribution of the compositional clus-
ters is related to the type of population of cluster size. When
the population is inhomogeneous, the size of the largest
cluster of each snapshot scales with the size of the lattice
(Michonova-Alexova and Sugar, 2001) and becomes infi-
nite at an infinite lattice size, while the rest of the clusters
remain small in the thermodynamic limit. However, when
the population is homogeneous, all the clusters remain small
with increasing lattice size. The threshold temperature sep-
arating the two populations is called the percolation thresh-
old temperature (Stauffer and Aharony, 1992). In the case of
an infinite lattice the cluster size distribution is unimodal if
the population is homogeneous and bimodal when the pop-
ulation is inhomogeneous. In the case of a finite lattice,
however, the relationship between the type of the popula-
tion and the type of the respective cluster size distribution is
not so straightforward. The distribution belonging to the
homogeneous population is always unimodal. However, in
the case of an inhomogeneous population, the type of dis-
tribution depends on the deviation of the actual temperature
from the percolation threshold temperature. Far from the
percolation threshold temperature, the distribution is bi-
modal. The second peak of the distribution is related to the
FIGURE 1 Size distributions of DSPC clusters in DMPC/DSPC (64:36)
mixture. Bimodal distribution at T  220 K (open circles); unimodal
distribution at T  300 K (times signs); bimodal distribution at T  311 K
(closed triangles); and unimodal distribution at T  320 K (open squares).
Number of Monte Carlo cycles  120,000. The cluster size is defined by
the number of hydrocarbon chains belonging to the cluster.
FIGURE 2 Size distributions of DMPC clusters in DMPC/DSPC (36:64)
mixture. Bimodal distribution at T  220 K (open circles); unimodal
distribution at T  300 K (times signs); bimodal distribution at T  315 K
(closed triangles); and unimodal distribution at T  330 K (open squares).
Number of Monte Carlo cycles  120,000. The cluster size is defined by
the number of hydrocarbon chains belonging to the cluster.
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size distribution of the largest cluster of each snapshot
(Michonova-Alexova and Sugar, 2001), while the first,
cusp-like peak is related to all the other clusters. When
approaching the percolation threshold temperature, the sec-
ond peak gets closer to the first peak, and they overlap each
other more and more. At a certain temperature the second
peak disappears, the distribution becomes unimodal, and
only the shoulder of the cusp-like peak signifies that the
respective cluster size population is inhomogeneous. Even
closer to the percolation threshold temperature the second
peak is overlapped by the first peak so much that there is not
even a shoulder in the distribution. In this case, only the
broadening of the distribution signifies the presence of a
hidden second peak. One can emphasize the hidden second
peak, which tends to belong to larger clusters than the first
peak, by plotting sf(s) against s, where f(s) is the frequency
of clusters of size s. As an example, Fig. 3 shows a cluster
size distribution, f(s) versus s, close to the percolation
threshold temperature and the respective distorted distribu-
tion, sf (s) versus s. The cluster size distribution is unimodal,
without a shoulder. However, the appearance of the shoul-
der in the respective distorted distribution signifies the
presence of a hidden second peak in the cluster size distri-
bution.
We estimated the percolation threshold temperature as
the temperature between two consecutive temperatures: at
one of the temperatures the respective distorted distribution
has a shoulder, while at the other temperature there is no
shoulder. It is important to note that one can further em-
phasize the hiding second peak by plotting s f(s) against s,
where n  1, but this would not change the estimated
percolation threshold temperature significantly. As a result
of a systematic search the percolation threshold tempera-
tures were obtained at different DMPC/DSPC mole frac-
tions. In the diagram of component separation the percola-
tion threshold temperatures of the compositional clusters are
plotted on the temperature/mole fraction plane (Fig. 4).
Diagram of component separation
The diagram of component separation (Fig. 4) contains two
lines, the line of DSPC separation (marked by open trian-
gles) and the line of DMPC separation (open circles), di-
viding the temperature/mole fraction plane into three re-
gions. Between the two lines the populations of the cluster
size are inhomogeneous for both DMPC and DSPC clusters.
To the left of the line of DSPC separation, the population of
the size of the DSPC and DMPC clusters are homogeneous
and inhomogeneous, respectively. When approaching the
line of DSPC separation from the right the peaks of the
bimodal distribution of the DSPC clusters come closer to
each other, and eventually the distribution becomes broad,
unimodal. However, to the right of the line of DMPC
separation the populations of the size of the DMPC and
DSPC clusters are homogeneous and inhomogeneous, re-
spectively. When approaching the line of DMPC separation
from the left, the peaks of the bimodal distribution of the
DMPC clusters come closer to each other, and eventually
the distribution becomes broad, unimodal. The distributions
in Fig. 1 may serve as examples for the above-described
behaviors. In Fig. 1 the distributions are taken at the same
mole fraction (36 mol% DSPC), but at different tempera-
tures. It can be seen that the unimodal distribution of the
DSPC clusters is broader at 300 K (times signs) than at 320
K (open squares). This is the case because at 300 K the line
of DSPC separation is practically at 36 mol%, while at 320
K it is at 38 mol% DSPC, i.e., 2 mol% apart from 36 mol%
(Fig. 4). By investigating the bimodal distributions one may
notice that the two peaks are closer to each other at 311 K
(closed triangles) than at 220 K (open circles). Again, this is
the case because at 311 K the line of DSPC separation is at
29 mol% DSPC, i.e., only 7 mol% apart from 36 mol%,
while at 220 K it is at 26 mol% DSPC, i.e., 10 mol% apart
from 36 mol%.
The size distribution of compositional clusters in DMPC/
DSPC mixtures was not measured, but the following obser-
vations in equimolar DMPC/DSPC mixtures are consistent
with a bimodal size distribution. On one hand, neutron
diffraction data showed very small DSPC clusters in the
nanometer range (Gliss et al., 1998), while under similar
conditions, an at least three orders of magnitude larger gel
FIGURE 3 Two representations of the same normalized size distribution
of DSPC clusters. () f(s) is plotted against s, where f(s) is the frequency
of DSPC clusters of size s. (E) sf(s) is plotted against s, where sf(s) is the
frequency of DSPC molecules situated in DSPC clusters of size s. DMPC/
DSPC mole fraction  64:36, T 300 K; number of Monte Carlo cycles 
120,000.
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cluster was visible in the gel-fluid mixed phase region by
fluorescent microscope (Bagatolli and Gratton, 2000a).
[More than one large gel cluster is present in the case of
nonequilibrium distributions (Michonova-Alexova and
Sugar, 2001). In equimolar DMPC/DSPC bilayer, the size
of DSPC clusters is at least 70% of the size of the gel
clusters because it follows from the phase diagram that the
mole fraction of DSPC in the gel clusters is 70 mol%.]
Effects of interchain interactions on the diagram
of component separation
The location and shape of the lines of component separation
in the component separation diagram depend on the inter-
chain interactions. Let us consider three different cases.
First, let us assume that each component has only one chain
and each chain is situated on a lattice point of a triangular
lattice. We also assume that there are only nearest-neighbor
interchain interactions and the interaction energies, Ejkmn, are
the same. In the rest of the paper this model is referred as the
first model or model of independent chains. In the case of
this model the two lines of component separation merge into
one common vertical line at 50 mol% (50 mol% is the
percolation threshold concentration in the case of noninter-
acting points on a triangular lattice (Stauffer and Aharony,
1992)). Thus, independently from the temperature at 50
mol% the population of the size of component 1 and 2
clusters is inhomogeneous and homogeneous, respectively,
while the situation is opposite at 50 mol%. Second, sim-
ilarly to our DMPC/DSPC bilayer model, it is assumed that
nearest-neighbor pairs of chains of the same component are
covalently connected, forming molecule 1 and molecule 2,
while the interchain interactions remain component- and
state-independent as in the first model. Thus, again, the
components are randomly distributed. In the rest of the
paper this model is referred as the second model or model of
independent double-chain molecules. In this case the com-
ponent separation diagram contains two vertical lines. The
separation line of components 2 and 1 is situated at 41
mol% and 61 mol%, respectively (see dash-dotted lines in
Fig. 4). Independently from the temperature, the homoge-
neous population of component 2 clusters becomes inho-
mogeneous at 41 mol%, and not at 50 mol% as in the
previous model. This is the case because the covalent bonds
between the chains enforce strongly correlated lateral dis-
tributions of the chains of the same component, while the
FIGURE 4 Component separation diagram of
DMPC/DSPC bilayers. Heavy solid lines separate ho-
mogeneous and inhomogeneous populations of the
cluster size of compositional clusters. Open triangles:
line of separation for DSPC clusters; open circles: line
of separation for DMPC clusters; closed triangles and
closed circles: SANS data (Knoll et al., 1981) mea-
sured on DMPC-d54/DSPC mixtures; times signs: ad-
justed SANS data for DMPC/DSPC mixtures; dash-
dotted lines: component separation diagram in the
case of the second model (model of independent dou-
ble-chain molecules); dashed line: calculated DMPC/
DSPC phase diagram. The onset and completion tem-
peratures of the gel-to-fluid transition calculated at
different DSPC mole fractions were used to construct
the solidus and liquidus lines of the phase diagram
(from Sugar et al., 1999).
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distribution of the molecules is random. Thus the percola-
tion of component 2 clusters, i.e., the formation of a large
cluster scaling with the system size, takes place at a lower
mole fraction than in the case of uncorrelated chains. The
third model is our DMPC/DSPC model, where, besides the
covalent link between the chains of each molecule, the
interchain interactions depend on the type and state of the
chains. The specificity of the interchain interaction is re-
flected in the temperature dependences of the lines of com-
ponent separation in Fig. 4. The strongest temperature de-
pendence can be seen in the gel-fluid coexistence region,
where the lateral distribution of the molecules is determined








(see Table 1 in Sugar et al., 1999). [The calculated gel-fluid
coexistence region is enclosed by dashed lines in Fig. 4. At
every mole fraction the coexistence region is between the
onset and completion temperature of the gel-to-fluid transi-
tion. The onset temperature is defined by the intercept of the
baseline and a straight line fitted to the initial inflection
point of the calculated excess heat capacity curve (Sugar et
al., 1999).] Below the gel-fluid coexistence region, in the
mostly gel region, the temperature dependence of the com-
ponent separation lines is not so strong because only one
cooperativity parameter, w12gg, defines the lateral distribution
of the molecules (Sugar et al., 1999). Similarly, the temper-
ature dependence is not so strong at the mostly fluid region,
above the coexistence region, where only one cooperativity
parameter, w12ff , defines the lateral distributions of the mol-
ecules (Sugar et al., 1999).
Random/nonrandom distribution of the
components and the diagrams of
component separation
At high temperatures, where w12ff /kT 	 0, the third model
and the second model become equivalent, i.e., from 330 K
the lines of component separation become vertical at 41
mol% and 61 mol% DSPC (see Fig. 4), and from this
temperature the lateral distribution of the components be-
come random at any DMPC/DSPC mole fraction. To draw
a conclusion about the randomness of the distribution of the
components in DMPC/DSPC mixtures below 330 K, we
compare the cluster size distributions of the second and
third model at different mole fractions. At small mole
fractions the cluster size distributions of the 2nd component,
derived from the second and third model, are similar, uni-
modal distributions. Thus, similar to the distribution of the
components in the second model, at low mole fractions
DSPC (component 2) is randomly distributed in DMPC/
DSPC mixtures, and if component 2 is randomly distrib-
uted, then component 1 (DMPC) should be randomly dis-
tributed, too. However, at the line of DSPC separation (left
solid line in Fig. 4), the unimodal size distribution of the
2nd component, DSPC, becomes broader than that of the
second model, i.e., the distribution of the DSPC and DMPC
molecules starts to deviate from the random distribution.
One can similarly realize that at high mole fractions the
components are randomly distributed in the DMPC/DSPC
mixtures, while at the line of DMPC separation the distri-
bution of the components starts to deviate from random
distribution.
Comparison of the diagram of component
separation with the SANS data
Although there are numerous methods for the measurement
of gel-fluid transition in lipid bilayers, such as DSC, Raman
spectroscopy, dilatometry, densitometry, ESR, NMR, and
fluorescence spectroscopy (see references in the Introduc-
tion), small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) has the unique
advantage of being able to detect component separation
when coupled with the use of deuterated lipids. By means of
SANS, Knoll et al. (1981) determined the positions of the
component separation lines for an equimolar DMPC-d54/
DSPC mixture at 278 K and 308 K (closed circles and
closed triangles in Fig. 4). Within experimental error the
observed data agree with the calculated ones. It is important
to note, however, that the gel-to-fluid transition temperature
of DMPC-d54 is 5.7 K lower than the transition temperature
of DMPC, and thus the experimental phase diagram of
DMPC-d54/DSPC (Schmidt and Knoll, 1986) is slightly
different from that of the DMPC/DSPC (Knoll et al., 1981).
Based on the differences in the phase diagrams, we adjusted
the SANS data to estimate the position of the lines of
component separation in the case of DMPC/DSPC mixtures
(see times signs in Fig. 4). These adjusted SANS data are
also in agreement with the calculated values.
The other important finding of the SANS measurement
was that the components are not randomly distributed above
the liquidus line at 50 mol% DSPC (Knoll et al., 1981,
1983). At 50 mol% DSPC SANS measurements were per-
formed at three different temperatures above the liquidus
line, i.e., above 317 K. Nonrandom distribution was found
at 318 K and 321.5 K, but the distribution was random at
331 K. This finding is also in agreement with the calculated
component separation diagram in Fig. 4. According to our
calculations, above 330 K random distribution of the com-
ponents is attained at any DMPC/DSPC mole fraction, i.e.,
above the temperature where the component separation
lines (heavy lines in Fig. 4) merge with the dash-dotted lines
at 41 mol% and 61 mol%.
SANS experiments, performed at 40 mol% DSPC,
showed that the distribution of the components was almost
random at the liquidus line. This finding is also in rather
good agreement with the calculated results. According to
Fig. 4, at 34 mol% DSPC the liquidus curve intersects the
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DSPC separation line, i.e., at and above the intersect the
DSPC distribution should be random. Knoll et al. (1983)
explained the nonrandom distribution of the components
above the liquidus line in equimolar DMPC/DSPC mixture
by means of critical demixing. According to our model the
gel-to-fluid transition is a continuous transition at every
mole fraction (Sugar et al., 1999; Sugar and Biltonen,
2000), i.e., the system is above the critical temperature, and
thus the nonrandom distribution of the components cannot
be explained by critical demixing.
Off-plane reactions and component separation
Off-plane or membrane surface reaction takes place when
one of the reactants is located at the membrane surface,
while the other reactant is in the solution around the mem-
brane, and they react on the membrane surface, e.g., sub-
strate binding on a membrane receptor. Let us assume that
the off-plane reactant reacts specifically with the polar head
of one of the lipid components of the membrane. [Note that
DMPC/DSPC mixture is not a good example because the
polar heads of the components are the same.] The apparent
equilibrium poise of the off-plane reaction may markedly
change at the percolation threshold temperature of the lipid
component participating in the surface reaction. When the
cluster size distribution of this lipid component is unimodal,
as many off-plane reactions may take place as many small
clusters are present. With a bimodal distribution of the
specific membrane component, a considerable proportion of
the specific component forms the largest cluster. However,
the number of substrate molecules binding simultaneously
on the largest cluster can be severely constrained by the
excluded volume interaction between the substrates.
Diagram of state separation
By using the DMPC/DSPC bilayer model one can generate
the size distributions of gel state and fluid state clusters at
different points of the temperature/mole fraction plane. As
an example, Fig. 3 in Sugar et al. (2001) shows the size
distributions of fluid clusters of equimolar DMPC/DSPC
bilayers at three different temperatures. The distribution is
unimodal at 302 K (Fig. 3 A), bimodal at 306 K (Fig. 3 C),
and possesses a shoulder at 305.3 K (Fig. 3B). Similarly to
the compositional clusters, the population of the size of the
gel/fluid state clusters is either homogeneous or inhomoge-
neous, and the percolation threshold temperature separates
these two populations. After generating the size distribu-
tions of fluid clusters of equimolar DMPC/DSPC bilayers at
several temperatures, one can estimate the percolation
threshold temperature, 303K, by using the method of
distorted distributions (see Relationships between cluster
size population and distribution). In the same way, one can
get the percolation threshold temperatures for both gel and
fluid clusters at different DMPC/DSPC mole fractions, and
construct a state separation diagram by plotting the perco-
lation threshold temperatures at the respective mole frac-
tions (Fig. 5). The state separation diagram contains two
lines (heavy lines in Fig. 5): the line of gel separation at
higher temperatures and the line of fluid separation at lower
temperatures. Above the line of gel separation the popula-
tion of the size of the gel and fluid state clusters are
FIGURE 5 State separation diagram of DMPC/DSPC
mixtures. Heavy solid lines separate the homogeneous
and inhomogeneous populations of the size of gel/fluid
clusters. The line at higher and lower temperature is the
line of separation for gel and fluid state clusters, respec-
tively. Dotted line: state separation diagram for the
model of independent chains (first model); dash-dotted
line: state separation diagram for the model of indepen-
dent double-chain molecules (second model); open
squares: experimental onset and completion tempera-
tures of the gel-to-fluid transition at different DSPC
mole fractions (from Sugar et al., 1999); open triangles:
calculated onset and completion temperatures of the
gel-to-fluid transition at different DSPC mole fractions
(from Sugar et al., 1999).
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homogeneous and inhomogeneous, respectively. Below the
line of fluid separation the population of the size of the fluid
and gel state clusters are homogeneous and inhomogeneous,
respectively. Between the lines of gel and fluid separation
the population of the cluster size is inhomogeneous for both
gel and fluid state clusters. When approaching the line of gel
separation from below, the peaks of the bimodal distribution
of the size of the gel clusters come closer to each other, and
eventually the distribution becomes broad, unimodal. Sim-
ilarly, when approaching the line of fluid separation from
above, the peaks of the bimodal distribution of the size of
the fluid clusters come closer to each other, and eventually
the distribution becomes broad, unimodal.
Effects of interchain interactions on the diagram
of state separation
The location and shape of the lines of state separation in the
state separation diagram depend on the interchain interac-
tions. Let us consider again the three models discussed in
the case of the component separation diagram.
In the case of the first model, the model of independent
chains, the state separation diagram can be calculated ana-
lytically (see the Appendix). In this case there is only one
state separation line (dotted line in Fig. 5). Above the line
the population of the size of gel and fluid clusters is homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous, respectively, while below the
line the population of the size of gel and fluid clusters is
inhomogeneous and homogeneous, respectively. There is no
region where the population is inhomogeneous for both gel
and fluid clusters.
In the case of the second model, the model of independent
double-chain molecules, the state separation diagram (dash-
dotted lines in Fig. 5) can be obtained by simulation. In the
simulations our DMPC/DSPC model was utilized by taking
zero for every cooperativity parameter, wjkmn  0 cal/mol 
chain. The state separation diagram of the second model has
two separation lines. It is qualitatively different from that of
the first model solely because of the covalent bonds between
the pairs of chains. The difference between the state sepa-
ration diagram of the second and third model is only quan-
titative and is caused by the introduction of non-zero coop-
erativity parameters.
Random/nonrandom distribution of the fluid/gel
chains and the state separation diagrams
To draw a conclusion about the randomness of the distri-
bution of the fluid/gel chains in DMPC/DSPC mixtures we
compare the cluster size distributions of the second and
third models at different temperatures. At low temperatures
the size distribution of the fluid state clusters derived from
the second and third models are similar, unimodal distribu-
tions. Thus, as with the distribution of the fluid chains in the
second model, at low temperatures the fluid state chains (of
the third model) are randomly distributed in DMPC/DSPC
mixtures, and if the fluid chains are randomly distributed,
then the gel state chains should be randomly distributed,
too. However, at the line of fluid state separation of the third
model (the lower solid line in Fig. 5), the unimodal size
distribution of the fluid clusters (of the third model) be-
comes broader than that of the second model, i.e., the
distribution of the fluid/gel state chains of the third model
starts to deviate from the random distribution.
At high temperatures the size distribution of the gel state
clusters, derived from the second and third model, are
similar, unimodal distributions. Thus, at high temperatures
the gel state chains are randomly distributed in DMPC/
DSPC mixtures, and thus the fluid chains will be randomly
distributed, too. However, at the line of gel state separation
of the second model (the upper dash-dotted line in Fig. 5)
the unimodal size distribution of the gel clusters (of the
second model) becomes broader than that of the third model,
i.e., the distribution of the gel/fluid chains of the third model
starts to deviate from the random distribution of the second
model.
Comparison of different estimates of the
percolation threshold temperatures
So far, percolation threshold temperatures were estimated
by analyzing the cluster size distributions. In the case of a
finite lattice, one can also estimate the percolation threshold
temperature by constructing the percolation frequency
curve. During the Monte Carlo simulation of DMPC/DSPC
mixtures, a snapshot is percolated if a cluster spans the
lattice from the top to the bottom or from the left to the right
edge. The frequency of percolated snapshots is the perco-
lation frequency. In Fig. 6, A and B, the percolation fre-
quencies of fluid and gel clusters are plotted against the
temperature at five different mole fractions. By means of a
percolation frequency curve, the percolation threshold tem-
perature of the respective clusters can be estimated. A
straight line should be fitted to the inflection point of the
percolation frequency curve. Its intercept with the zero
frequency line gives an estimation of the percolation thresh-
old temperature (see long vertical bars in Fig. 6). The
position of these percolation threshold temperatures can be
compared with the estimates obtained from the analysis of
the size distributions of fluid and gel clusters (see short
vertical bars connected to the respective long vertical bars in
Fig. 6). As a consequence of the finite size effects the two
different methods, the analysis of percolation frequency
curves and the analysis of cluster size distributions, result in
different estimates for the percolation threshold tempera-
ture.
The percolation threshold temperature obtained from the
analysis of the distributions is located at the beginning of
the initial tail of the percolation frequency curve, i.e., where
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percolated snapshots appear with almost zero frequency. At
infinite lattice size this initial tail of the percolation fre-
quency curve disappears and the two different estimates of
the percolation threshold temperature become equal to each
other.
In-plane reactions and state separation.
Comparison to the FRAP data.
In-plane membrane reactions take place in the fluid regions,
where the lateral diffusion of the molecules is more than
three orders of magnitudes faster than in the gel regions
(Kapitza et al., 1984). Thompson et al. (1995) pointed out
that at the percolation threshold temperature (assumed to be
the same for gel and fluid clusters) the apparent equilibrium
poise and rates of in-plane reactions may change signifi-
cantly. As they argued, this is the case because passing
across the percolation threshold temperature changes the
reaction system to one that can achieve global equilibrium if
the reaction cluster is continuous or consists of many iso-
lated systems, each individually at equilibrium. It is impor-
tant to note that the respective calculations (Melo et al.,
1992) assume constant cluster size and static cluster con-
nectedness, while, according to our DMPC/DSPC model,
the cluster size distribution is broad (see Fig. 3 in Sugar et
al., 2001) and the connectedness of the clusters is dynamic
(see Fig. 6). Fig. 5 shows the line of fluid state separation of
DMPC/DSPC mixtures, where significant change in the
in-plane chemical reactions can be expected. This line,
however, does not coincide with the line of gel state sepa-
ration, i.e., the percolation threshold temperatures of gel and
fluid clusters are different at the same DSPC mole fraction.
We note that the two percolation threshold temperatures
coincide only in the case of the first model, the model of
independent chains. FRAP threshold temperature, signify-
ing the onset of long-range diffusion within the fluid phase
region (Vaz et al., 1989), is assumed to be related to
percolation threshold temperature. FRAP threshold temper-
atures were measured at different DMPC/DSPC mole frac-
tions by Vaz et al. (1989). Recently, by using the same
DMPC/DSPC model we found a strong, positive correlation
between the FRAP threshold temperatures, measured at
different DMPC/DSPC mole fractions, and the percolation
threshold temperatures of gel clusters, estimated from the
percolation frequency curves (Sugar et al., 1999, 2001).
However, the correlation was weak with the percolation
threshold temperatures of the fluid clusters. It was pointed
out that in the time frame of the FRAP experiments, the
largest gel cluster efficiently blocks the long-range diffusion
of the molecules in the fluid regions if the percolation
frequency of the largest gel cluster is 0.36. As it was
mentioned above, a marked change in the in-plane chemical
reactions is anticipated not at the FRAP threshold, which is
close to the percolation threshold of gel clusters, but close to
the percolation threshold of fluid clusters.
On the type of the DMPC/DSPC phase diagram
While state and component separation diagrams are defined
by the percolation threshold temperatures of the gel/fluid
and compositional clusters, experimental phase diagrams
are defined by the onset and completion temperatures of the
gel-to-fluid transition. In addition, the state separation dia-
grams in Fig. 5 show both the experimental and calculated
onset and completion temperatures of the gel-to-fluid tran-
sition at different mole fractions (see open squares and
triangles, respectively). These data were obtained from the
analysis of the experimental and calculated excess heat
FIGURE 6 Percolation frequency curves of gel and fluid clusters in
DMPC/DSPC mixtures. (A) Calculated percolation frequency of fluid
clusters versus temperature. (B) Calculated percolation frequency of gel
clusters versus temperature. Long vertical bar: percolation threshold tem-
perature, estimated from percolation frequency curve. Short vertical bar:
percolation threshold temperature, estimated from cluster size distribu-
tions. Vertical bars, one short and one long, belonging to the same mole
fraction, are interconnected with a horizontal line. DMPC/DSPC mole
fractions are marked by solid line (70:30), short-dashed line (60:40), dotted
line (50:50), dash-dotted line (40:60), and long-dashed line (30:70).
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capacity curves of DMPC/DSPC mixtures (Sugar et al.,
1999). The onset and completion temperatures define the
solidus and liquidus line of the experimental phase diagram
of DMPC/DSPC, respectively. The quantitative agreement
between the experimental and calculated onset/completion
temperatures shows that our model correctly calculates the
experimental phase diagram of DMPC/DSPC bilayers.
Because of the experimental errors, it was debated
whether the solidus line has a horizontal section, i.e., the
type of the phase diagram is peritectic or not (Mabrey and
Sturtevant, 1976; Wilkinson and Nagle, 1979; Knoll et al.,
1981, 1983; Schmidt and Knoll, 1986). Eventually the
SANS data showed that the distribution of the components
below the solidus curve (from 30 to 70 mol%) deviates from
a random distribution and concluded that the type of the
phase diagram is peritectic. Although our simulations are in
quantitative agreement with the SANS data, we cannot
make the same conclusion. This is the case because, accord-
ing to our model, the gel-to-fluid transition in DMPC/DSPC
mixtures is a continuous transition at every mole fraction
(Sugar et al., 1999), and in a strict theoretical sense one can
define solidus and liquidus lines of a phase diagram only in
the case of first-order transitions (Sugar and Biltonen,
2000).
It is important to note here that in the case of DMPC-d54/
DPPC mixtures, SANS data showed random distribution of the
components below and above the experimental solidus and
liquidus line, respectively, while the distributions of the com-
ponents were not random between these lines (Knoll et al.,
1981). By means of the result of Knoll et al. one can predict the
diagram of component separation for DMPC/DPPC mixtures.
Below and above the solidus and liquidus line, respectively,
the lines of component separation are vertical and located at
41% and 61% mole fraction (coinciding with the dash-
dotted line in Fig. 4). At the gel-fluid mixed phase region,
however, the lines of component separation deviate from these
vertical lines, similarly to the component separation diagram of
DMPC/DSPC in the gel-fluid mixed phase region (see Fig. 4).
[Note that in the case of DMPC/DSPC mixture, below the
solidus line the component separation lines get close to the
dash-dotted line. The distribution of the components becomes
close to, but does not attain, random distribution (see Fig. 4).]
Comparison of the diagrams of component
separation and state separation
In Fig. 7 A the combined diagram of state and component
separation is shown. The lines of gel and fluid state sepa-
FIGURE 7 Combined component and state separation
diagrams. (A) Combined component and state separa-
tion diagram of DMPC/DSPC mixtures. Heavy solid
lines: lines of component separation; heavy dotted lines:
lines of state separation; thin dash-dotted line: gel state
separation line in the case of independent double-chain
molecules (second model). Above the thin solid line the
DMPC/DSPC model (third model) and the model of
independent double chain molecules (second model)
result in the same percolation threshold temperatures of
the compositional clusters. (B) Illustration of the con-
struction of a peritectic phase diagram from the combi-
nation of a component and state separation diagram.
Heavy solid lines: lines of component separation; heavy
dotted lines: lines of state separation. The properties of
the regions marked by Roman numerals are listed in
Table 1.
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ration (heavy dashed lines) are confined to the temperature
interval (T1, T2), where T1 and T2 are the temperature of
gel-to-fluid transition of pure DMPC and DSPC bilayer,
respectively. The temperature region for the lines of com-
ponent separation (heavy solid lines) is not confined, but
they are confined to intermediate DMPC/DSPC mole frac-
tions. We note that the component separation lines at 20
mol% and above 80 mol% have been extrapolated from the
component separation lines in Fig. 4. The dash-dotted line is
the gel state separation line of the second model. Above the
thin, horizontal, solid line, the size distribution of the com-
positional clusters are the same for the second and third
model at every mole fraction.
As mentioned in the previous section, in a strictly theo-
retical sense one cannot define solidus and liquidus lines of
DMPC/DSPC bilayers in the temperature/mole fraction
plane because the gel-to-fluid transition is not a first-order
transition. The combined diagram of component and state
separation, however, provides a theoretically proper char-
acterization of the DMPC/DSPC system. The lines of com-
ponent and state separation divide the temperature/mole
fraction plane into 13 regions marked by Roman numerals
in Fig. 7 A. These regions are characterized by different
populations of the size of the gel/fluid and compositional
clusters, and by different lateral distributions of the compo-
nents and gel/fluid chains (see Table 1).
Our notion is that in the case of first-order phase transi-
tion the combined diagram of state and component separa-
tion is degenerated into a phase diagram, i.e., certain sec-
tions of the state and component separation lines merge into
each other and thus the phase diagram divides the temper-
ature/mole fraction plane into fewer regions. As an exam-
ple, Fig. 7 B shows how a peritectic phase diagram can be
constructed from a state and a component separation dia-
gram. This combined diagram separates only seven regions
in the temperature/mole fraction plane. The properties of
these regions are listed in Table 1.
CONCLUSIONS
A simple two-state, two-component Ising-type model of
DMPC/DSPC bilayers has been capable of calculating the
excess heat capacity curves, FRAP threshold temperatures,
most frequent center-to-center distances between DSPC
clusters and fractal dimensions of gel clusters in quantitative
agreement with the respective experimental data. The equi-
librium size distributions of the compositional clusters or
gel/fluid clusters are either unimodal or bimodal, depending
on the temperature and mole fraction. Many small, nanom-
eter-size clusters are present when the size distribution is
unimodal, while in the case of bimodal distribution, one
large cluster, of a size comparable with the bilayer’s size,
coexists with the small ones. Diagrams of component or
state separation are constructed by plotting the percolation
threshold temperatures of compositional or fluid/gel state
clusters, respectively, in the temperature/mole fraction
plane. The calculated component separation diagram shows
a nonrandom lateral distribution of the components below
57°C, i.e., not only in the gel-fluid mixed phase region, but
also in parts of the all-fluid and all-gel regions. This result
is in quantitative agreement with the small-angle neutron
scattering data. A combined diagram of component and
state separation is constructed to characterize the lateral
distribution of components and gel/fluid state chains in the
DMPC/DSPC mixture. While theoretical phase diagrams of
two-component mixtures can be constructed only in the case
of first-order transitions, combined state and component
separation diagrams can be created in the case of any type
of transitions, and even in the lack of transition.
APPENDIX
Let us assume that in a two-component monolayer of a bilayer each
component has only one chain and each chain is situated on a lattice point
of a triangular lattice. We also assume that there are only nearest-neighbor




Type of Population of the









ComponentsGel Fluid DSPC DMPC
I Homog. Inhomog. Random Homog. Inhomog. Random
II Homog. Inhomog. Random Inhomog. Inhomog Random
III Homog. Inhomog. Random Inhomog. Homog. Random
IV Homog. Inhomog. Random Inhomog. Inhomog Nonrandom
V Homog. Inhomog. Nonrandom Homog. Inhomog. Random
VI Homog. Inhomog. Nonrandom Inhomog. Inhomog. Nonrandom
VII Homog. Inhomog. Nonrandom Inhomog. Homog. Random
VIII Inhomog. Inomog. Nonrandom Homog. Inhomog. Random
IX Inhomog. Inhomog. Nonrandom Inhomog. Inhomog. Nonrandom
X Inhomog. Inhomog. Nonrandom Inhomog. Homog. Random
XI Inhomog. Homog. Random Homog. Inhomog. Random
XII Inhomog. Homog. Random Inhomog. Inhomog. Nonrandom
XIII Inhomog. Homog. Random Inhomog. Homog. Random
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interchain interactions and the interaction energies, Ejkmn, are the same. With












where R, Ej, and Sj are the Boltzmann constant, the transition energy,
and transition entropy per chain, respectively, in a pure j component
bilayer. The average number of chains in fluid state is:
Nf N1p1
f  N2p2
f  N 
1 X2p1f  X2p2f , (A2)
where X2 [  N2/N] is the mole fraction of component 2. At the percolation
threshold concentration of the fluid clusters Nf/N  1⁄2 (50% is the
percolation threshold concentration in the case of noninteracting points on
a triangular lattice (Stauffer and Aharony, 1992)). After substituting the









This is an implicit equation for the percolation threshold temperature, Tperc,
at mole fraction X2. Equation A3 has explicit solutions only for the pure,
one-component cases: Tperc (X2  0)  E1/S1 and Tperc (X2  1) 
E2/S2. By using the parameters of the DMPC/DSPC model: E1 
3028 cal/mol.chain, E2  5250 cal/mol.chain, S1  10.19378 cal/
mol.chain/deg, S2  16.01689 cal/mol.chain/deg listed in Table 1 in
Sugar et al. (1999), the numerical solution of Eq.A3 provides the perco-
lation threshold temperatures at different mole fractions (see dotted line in
Fig. 5)
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